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Turkey: Assad could have a role in the interim leadership

Turkey will take a more active role in addressing the conflict in Syria in the next six months to prevent the war-torn country from being divided along ethnic lines,
Turkish Prime Binali Yildirim said on Saturday. DEBKAfile reported Saturday that Russian President Vladimir Putin had struck a deal with Turkish President Tayyip
Erdogan in St. Petersburg on Aug. 9. Part of that deal was a pledge by Moscow to help Turkey block all avenues for the Kurdish minority to attain full independence
in Syria or Iraq. Yildirim also told reporters in Istanbul that while Syrian President Bashar al-Assad could have a role in the interim leadership, he must play no part in
its future.

US, Russia trade blows in Syria on Kurds' backs

DEBKAfile Exclusive Report
The near-clash between US and Syrian warplanes over Kurdish Hassaka in northern Syria on Friday Aug. 19 sprung out of the Obama administration's decision the
day before to try and draw the line on the growing Russian-Iranian-Turkish-Syrian collaboration in the conjoined Syrian-Iraqi arenas, DEBKAfile's military sources
report. It occurred when US jets flew in protective formation over the Kurdish positions, the day after they were attacked by Syrian (some Middle East sources say,
Russian) jets. The US jets came within a mile of the two Syrian Su-24 fighter jets approaching the Kurdish enclave of Hassaka, and warned them off. Without
responding the Syrian planes turned tail. Russian President Vladimir Putin has obviously embarked on a new anti-American game based on the far-reaching deal he
struck with Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan in St. Petersburg on Aug. 9. Part of that deal was a pledge by Moscow to help Turkey block all avenues for the
Kurdish minority to attain full independence in Syria or Iraq, where it enjoys semi-autonomy, and allow a Kurdish state to rise from Irbil to the Mediterranean. The
agreement has already generated strategic military dividends for Russia in the Middle East unmatched at any time since the Cold War of the mid-20th century.

Turkish PM opens door for Russian use of Incirlik

Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim said Saturday that Russia could possibly use the country's southern Incirlik Air Base if it becomes necessary. This confirmed
DEBKAfile's prediction that Moscow, after gaining an air base in Iran last week, would also seek access to the strategic base in southern Turkey in light of the Putin-
Erdogan rapprochement. Yildirim added that since Incirilik was available to the warplanes of the United States, Qatar, Germany and other NATO nations fighting the
Islamic State in Syria, Russia would be granted the same privilege - if necessary.

Explosion at Turkish wedding ceremony kills at least 50

An explosion near a wedding in the southern Turkish city of Gaziantep has killed at least 50 people and injured 94 more. The Turkish government has called it a
"terror attack" and suggested it was carried out by a suicide bomber. President Tayyip Erdogan later estimated it was the work of ISIS. Gaziantep, which is mainly
Kurdish, is about 64km (40 miles) from the Syrian border. A suicide bomber killed two policemen there in May.
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Rocket from Gaza explodes in Sderot. No one hurt

A "red alert" sent Sderot citizens running for shelter as a rocket from Gaza exploded in their town Sunday afternoon, the first such attack in months.

Israeli air force and tanks strike Gaza after rocket fire

Minutes after a rocket from Gaza exploded in the southern Israeli town of Sderot Sunday - with no casualties - the IDF conducted air and tank strikes against Hamas
terrorist targets in the enclave.

Iraq hangs 36 men accused of 2014 terrorist massacre

The 36 men executed Sunday in Nasiriyah jail were found guilty of taking part in the massacre of 1.700 Iraqi army recruits kidnapped at Camp Speicher near Tikiit
in northern Iraq in 2014. Islamic State claimed responsibility. The killers were captured when Tikrit was liberated from ISIS last year and sentenced to death some
months ago. Last month, more than 300 people were slaughtered in the worst-ever single bomb attack to strike Baghdad, after which the prime minister, Haider
al-Abadi, gave the order to expedite the execution of inmates condemned to death in terrorism cases.

Second round of Israeli air strikes against Gaza

The Israeli air force struck terrorist targets in the Gaza Strip for the second time Sunday after Ansar al-Maqdis aka ISIS-Sinai took responsibility for the rocket attack
on the southern Israeli town of Sderot that morning. The rocket which exploded between two houses caused damage but no casualties.

Five arrested in Istanbul trying to break into Israeli consulate

The five detainees broke into the building housing the Israeli consulate in Istanbul early Monday to protest Israel's air strikes in the Gaza Strip after a rocket attack
on the Israeli town of Sderot. They were arrested and security was stepped up around the consulate.

Tehran stops Russia using Iranian air base 'for time being'

In the first sign of dissent between Tehran and Moscow, the Iranian foreign ministry announced Monday that Russia has stopped using the Iranian Nojeh air base
near Hamedan, just a week after the first Russian Tupolev-22M3 bombers and Sukhoi-34 fighter bombers flew air strikes from there against Syria. No comment has
come from Moscow. Spokesman Bahram Ghasemi told reporters that the Russian air strikes in Syria were "temporary, based on a Russian request." He also said
the strikes were carried out with "mutual understanding and with Iran's permission" and that the Russian mission "is finished, for now." He reiterated that Russia
"has no base in Iran." The Russian deployment prompted criticism in the Iranian parliament on the grounds that permission for a foreign power to use an Iranian
base for the first time since World War II violated the Islamic Republic's constitution. Moscow was sharply castigated by Iran's Defense Minister Hossein Dehghan
for "showing off" the move and "betrayal of trust."

Moscow: All Russian warplanes leave Iran

All the Russian warplanes based in Iran have returned home, several Russian officials spokesmen calmly confirmed Monday, shortly after Tehran abruptly ended
the Russian presence at an Iranian air base near Hamedan. The defense ministry in Moscow said Iran would let Russia use the base "depending on the situation"
in Syria. A Russian military spokesman said the planes had "carried out all their tasks with success" and were back on home territory. Russia's ambassador to
Tehran, Levan Dzhagaryan, confirmed the withdrawal, adding that he sees no reason why the Russians could not use the Iranian base again - "if the leaders of our
two countries consider it necessary and reach the relevant agreements."

Kerry says talks near end on anti-ISIS cooperation with Moscow

US Secretary of State John Kerry said on Monday that talks between the United States and Russia on military cooperation in the fight against Islamic State in Syria
were nearing an end, with technical teams meeting this week to discuss details. "It is my hope that we are reaching the end of those discussions one way or
another," he told a news conference during a visit to Kenya, adding it was "very likely that Foreign Minister (Sergei) Lavrov and I would meet...depending where we
are in the next couple of days."

Israeli air force blasts Syrian army post after shells explode on Golan

A number of Syrian mortar shells struck a minefield near Ein Zivan on the Golan Monday night, setting off a series of explosions, but causing no casualties. Israeli
aircraft struck a Syrian army position that was the source of the shelling, The IDF said in a statement that the Syrian authorities are responsible for events on their
territory, including cross-border mortar fire.

The Sderot rocket - tied to covert Israel-ISIS war

DEBKAfile Exclusive Report
DEBKAfile's military sources report that the ISIS Sinai branch chose the afternoon of August 21 to shoot a rocket as a demonstration of its ability to strike at the
heart of Israeli towns at any time of day when there are people on the streets. It was Sderot's first direct rocket attack in two years. Within minutes, the Israeli air
force and tanks targeted Palestinian Hamas terrorist infrastructure in the northern and Gaza area of Bet Hanoun, following up with a second air strike supported by
artillery fire. All this was an excellent display of Israel's rapid reactive capability, but it had little relevance to the action afoot in both the Gaza Strip and the adjacent
Sinai Peninsula. Even though Hamas works hand in glove with the Islamic State in Sinai, Egypt and Libya, the Palestinian group has no role in ISIS decisions to
attack Israel or any influence over its considerations. The global Islamists may therefore be expected to follow up on their rocket attack on Sderot undeterred by the
IDF response.
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Ayatollah shoots down Putin's high-flying Tupolev

DEBKAfile Exclusive Report
Monday, Aug. 22, just a week after the Russian defense ministry proudly released images of the first Russian bombardments in Syria to be launched from Nojeh
airbase, which Tehran had granted Moscow near the Iranian town of Hamedan, the Iranian defense ministry snatched the concession back in a public rebuff for
Moscow. Iranian sources claimed that this stinging slap to the Kremlin was prompted by mounting Iranian popular and parliamentary criticism, on the grounds that
permission to a foreign power to use an Iranian base for the first time since World War II violated Article 146 of the Islamic Republic's constitution. Stopped in its
tracks for now - even before takeoff - is Vladimir Putin's effort to promote his grand plan for a new and powerful Russian-Iranian-Turkish-Iraqi-Syrian pact. The only
figure in Tehran capable of raising such a public firestorm with the clout for thwarting the Russian president is supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, DEBKAfile's
Iranian sources report. An Iranian defense ministry spokesman announced on Monday that the Russian air strikes in Syria were "temporary, based on a Russian
request;" they were carried out with "mutual understanding and with Iran's permission" and that the Russian mission "is finished, for now."

Judge sets Sept. 22 deadline for Hillary Clinton email probe

After a new batch of nearly 14,900 emails that Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton failed to turn over to the State Department last year came to light,
Federal Judge James Boasberg Monday ordered the State Department to complete its probe of the case by Sept. 22, just weeks before the Nov. 6 elections. The
missing emails from Clinton's time as Secretary of State were uncovered by the FBI after scouring her private server and officials' computer archives. They were
handed to the State Department late last month. After determining which emails contain sensitive government information, the State Department will have to set a
timetable for its release. One of those messages showed how Clinton's top aide Huma Abedin facilitated meetings between wealthy donors to the Clinton
foundation and the secretary of state. Her campaign rival Donald Trump has called for a special prosecutor to probe the financial deals of the foundation.

Turkey returns fire in Syria after ISIS shells hit border town

The Turkish military fired artillery at four ISIS targets in Syria Tuesday after two ISIS mortar shells hit the town of Karkamis but did not cause casualties. The shells
apparently flew across the border from clashes between Syrian rebels and ISIS in northern Syria.

Israel won't let Hamas rearm - Defense Minister Lieberman

Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman said Tuesday that the Palestinian Hamas rulers of the Gaza Strip would not be allowed to rearm. He accused them of robbing
their own citizens and using taxes to build terror tunnels. Speaking during a visit to an Education Corps training facility for conscripts with special needs,
Lieberman said that the only solution for the Gaza problem was a reconstruction-for-demilitarization deal.

Seven illegal Palestinian weapons factories uncovered

In a joint operation, the IDF, Shin Bet and police Monday night raided seven illegal Palestinian arms factories in the Hebron and Bethlehem districts. They
impounded 22 lathes, dozens of rifles and pistols and crates full of ammo ready for use. A number of Palestinian arms merchants were detained for questioning.

US soldier killed in Afghanistan

The US soldier killed by a roadside bomb in Helmand province Tuesday was the first combat casualty there since January. The Taliban has been gaining ground
against Afghan government forces in Helmand and the US-led NATO coalition has scrambled to hold on to the province. A second US serviceman and six Afghan
troops were injured.

The FBI is probing stabbing of Virginia couple as Islamist terror

The stabbing of a couple in Roanoke County, Virginia, on Saturday is now being investigated by the FBI as a possible ISIS-inspired terror attack. Witnesses to the
incident said that the suspect under arrest, Wasil Farooqui, 20, was shouting "Allahu Akbar" while attacking a man and woman as they entered their apartment
building. The couple were seriously hurt.

Turkish army invades N. Syria for counter-ISIS operation

As part of a broad coalition operation, Turkish air force and artillery before dawn Wednesday pounded ISIS strongholds in the northern Syrian town of Jarablus just
across the border to clear the way for a ground forces incursion. Tuesday night, Ankara announced the mission to "completely cleanse terrorists from its border
region with Syria," preceding the operation by evacuating the Turkish town of Karkamis opposite Jarablus.
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North Korean ballistic missile fired from sub hits Japanese waters

North Korea early Wednesday fired a KN-11 ballistic missile from a submarine. It flew 500km, before landing in Japan's territorial waters. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
said this was "a reckless, unforgivable act extremely dangerous to Japan." Pyongyang said it was in retaliation for the annual US-South Korean military exercise,
dubbed Ulchi Freedom 2016 in which 80,000 troops took part.

British woman stabbed to death in Australia; attacker captured

A female British backpacker was stabbed to death in the hostel where she was staying in Queensland, Australia on Wednesday afternoon (local time). The attacker,
a French citizen who shouted "Allahu Akbar" after stabbing the woman, was subdued and arrested by policemen who arrived on the scene. One person suffered
moderate wounds and another sustained minor wounds in the attack.

Trump reduces Clinton's lead to less than a percentage point: new poll

A new poll published by UPI on Wednesday shows that the support for US Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump has grown for the second day in a row
and reached 47.24 percent, less than one percentage point behind the 47.98 percent of his Democratic rival Hillary Clinton. The poll was conducted in cooperation
with the CVoter research agency among 1,795 people, among whom 1,259 said they were likely voters.

Earthquake disaster in central Italy: hundreds missing, heavy damage

A 6.4 magnitude earthquake struck central Italy early Wednesday morning, with reports from a number of villages and towns saying that there are hundreds of
people missing, dozens of wounded and major damage. In Amatrice, a small town about 120 km northeast of Rome where many buildings were toppled, the mayor
said that much of the town had been wiped out and that many people were buried in the rubble.

Stabbing attack thwarted near Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron

A young Arab woman was arrested by Israeli border policemen in Hebron after a knife was found in her handbag at a checkpoint near the Cave of the Patriarchs on
Wednesday morning. Nobody was injured in the incident. The terror suspect was taken in for questioning by the security forces.

Turkish request for Gulen's extradition not linked to coup, State Dept says

US State Department spokesman Mark Toner said Tuesday during the department's daily briefing that Ankara has filed a request for the extradition of Turkish
opposition leader Fethullah Gulen, who is in exile in the US, although the request is not connected to Turkey's attempted military coup that took place on July 15.
Toner did not specify the reasons given by Ankara.

Turkish army invades Syria, battles ISIS around city of Jarablus

The Turkish military along with coalition forces launched a large-scale operation at 4:00 am on Wednesday in northern Syria around the city of Jarablus. Artillery
batteries and air force planes started bombarding ISIS strongholds in the city to prepare for the entry of ground troops. Turkey started evacuating the Turkish border
town of Karkamis, located across from Jarablus, on Tuesday night after announcing that it will "completely cleanse militants from its border region with Syria."

Special forces from Turkey, US in Jarablus as 'Euphrates Shield' begins

The Turkish military launched "Operation Euphrates Shield" on Wednesday to liberate the Syrian city of Jarablus from ISIS. Turkish and US special forces troops
are jointly operating on the outskirts of the city as Turkish warplanes provide air cover by bombing Islamic State targets in Jarablus. Turkish armor and artillery
forces, along with engineering units specializing in breaking through minefields and other barriers, are poised at the border, waiting for an order to enter Syria. The
diplomatic and military moves by Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan over the past two weeks are covered in DEBKAfile's exclusive analysis.

Italy earthquake: 120 dead so far, hundreds missing; Israel offers aid

At least 120 people were killed when a 6.4 magnitude earthquake struck central Italy early Wednesday morning. Reports from a number of villages and towns said
that there are hundreds of people missing and dozens of wounded. In Amatrice, a small town about 120 km northeast of Rome, the mayor said that much of the
town had been wiped out and that many people were buried in the rubble. Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu expressed condolences to the Italian nation
and offered aid to his Italian counterpart Matteo Renzi.

Netanyahu, Putin speak by phone on 'urgent developments' in Middle East

Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu spoke by phone with Russian President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday night. A Kremlin spokesman said the two leaders
discussed the Middle East peace process and "urgent developments" in the region. They also agreed to continue the dialogue between the two countries, the
spokesman added.

Turkish armor starts moving into Syria as US VP Biden lands in Ankara

Columns of Turkish armor including tanks, armored personnel carriers, mobile artillery vehicles and engineering troops started crossing the Syrian border near the
city of Jarablus around 11am on Wednesday morning. The move came after the start of Turkey's Operation Euphrates Shield aimed at liberating the city from ISIS.
DEBKAfile's intelligence sources say that reports of US troops actively participating in the operation are not true. Meanwhile, Turkish artillery bombed positions of
Kurdish militias to prevent them from taking over the city when the Islamic State fighters withdraw. Earlier in the day, US Vice President Joe Biden landed in Ankara.
For details on Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan's diplomatic and military moves during the two weeks before the operation, read DEBKAfile's exclusive analysis.

Damascus blasts Ankara's invasion of northern Syria

Syria's Foreign Ministry on Wednesday issued a statement condemning Turkey's "Operation Euphrates Shield" in which it said "Syria condemns the movement of
tanks and armored vehicles from Turkey across the border toward the town of Jarablus," adding that it "considers this to be a blatant violation of sovereignty."

IDF soldier wounded in Samaria stabbing attack; terrorist killed

An IDF soldier was stabbed by a terrorist on Wednesday afternoon in the area of Itzhar, a community in Samaria. The soldier suffered minor wounds. The terrorist
was shot and killed by a force of IDF troops after carrying out the attack.

Jordan's Abdullah arrives in Cairo, confers with Egypt's El-Sisi
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Egyptian President Abdel Fatah El-Sisi met with Jordanian King Abdullah at the presidential palace in Cairo on Wednesday. They discussed bilateral ties as well as
regional and international matters. Abdullah arrived in the city earlier in the day for a visit to Egypt.

Biden in Ankara: Kurds must withdraw immediately to east bank of Euphrates

US Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday during a joint press conference with Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim in Ankara that Syrian Kurdish forces will
lose US support if they don't withdraw to the east bank of the Euphrates. "We have made it absolutely clear...that they must go back across the river. They cannot,
will not and under no circumstances get American support if they do not keep that commitment. Period," he said. DEBKAfile: Biden's statement shows that the US
has accepted all of Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan's terms regarding the Kurds and exposed them to a Turkish military attack if they fail to withdraw. Just last
week, the US did not respond to a similar Turkish demand immediately after the capture of the northern Syrian city of Manbij from ISIS by a joint force made up of
Kurdish fighters and US officers from special forces units. Washington has now changed its position.

Suicide bomber hits Kabul's American university; one dead, 15 wounded

At least one person was killed and 15 others were wounded when a suicide bomber blew himself up on Wednesday afternoon in Kabul on the campus of the
American University of Afghanistan. The local security forces regained control of the situation in the evening and started to free students and faculty members who
had been trapped in university buildings.

Turkey uses bilateral ties with Israel as alibi

DEBKAfile Exclusive Analysis
Turkey - in full momentum since the Erdogan-Putin summit on Aug. 9 - is setting a rapid pace for its rapprochement with Israel. Saturday, Aug. 20, the Turkish
parliament ratified the reconciliation agreement Ankara signed with Jerusalem and Prime Minister Binali Yildirim announced that ambassadors would be exchanged
soon. There is even mention of Turkey's President Tayyip Erdogan visiting Israel in September. Both Ankara and Jerusalem are quickly moving on from their sharp
exchange of recriminations this week, over the massive IDF military retaliation against Hamas Sunday and Monday for a missile fired from the Gaza Strip. Israel
harshly reproved Turkey for its condemnation, as hardly in a position to interfere in another government's response to terrorism. Erdogan uncharacteristically held
silent and let Israel have the last word. He and Israel's Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu are clearly of one mind that nothing should be allowed to hinder their
burying of the hatchet. In today's Middle East's crazy slalom of events, whereby every few hours, new conflicts spring up and new deals are forged - only to end in
tatters a couple of days later, bilateral realpolitik is bound to be the order of the day. Yesterday's enemy might be today's friend, and today's friend might become
tomorrow's enemy.

Death toll from attack on American university in Kabul reaches 12

Seven students and five policemen were killed in Wednesday's terrorist attack on the American University of Afghanistan in Kabul. About ten people were wounded.
The assault was carried out by two terrorists who detonated explosive devices and opened fire with automatic weapons. More than 750 students and staff were on
the campus at the time. Afghan security forces were only able to kill the attackers and regain control of the situation about ten hours after the assault started.

Another temblor strikes Italy as death toll rises to 247; hundreds still missing

A 4.7 magnitude earthquake struck central Italy on Thursday morning with the epicenter in Norsica, about 150 kilometers north of Rome. The death toll from the
previous day's temblor has reached 247 as rescue teams and the Italian military continue to search for hundreds of missing individuals. A number of people were
rescued from the rubble overnight. Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu has offered to send the IDF Home Front Command's rescue unit to Italy but so far
Rome has not requested assistance from any country.

Armed Iranian speedboats carry out simulated attack on US destroyer

Four speedboats belonging to the navy of Iran's Revolutionary Guard Corps intercepted and carried out a simulated attack on an American destroyer as it sailed in
the Strait of Hormuz on Tuesday. The boats approached within 270 meters of the USS Nitze, which is armed with cruise missiles. The destroyer's crew tried to warn
the Iranians by radio but did not receive a response, so they sounded the ship's horn five times and then fired ten flares in the direction of the vessels. The Iranians
ignored all of the warnings and only withdrew after completing their simulated attack. The US Navy later said the speedboats acted dangerously and
unprofessionally in violation of maritime standards and international law.

ISIS pulls out of Jarablus; Kurdish militias accuse US of abandoning them

DEBKAfile military and intelligence sources: More than a day after Turkey launched its invasion of northern Syria aimed at capturing the city of Jarablus from ISIS, it
appears that the terrorist organization has left the city without a fight. On Thursday, pro-Turkish Syrian militias, in cooperation with the Turkish military, took control
of most of Jarablus as well as the main roads to and from the city from the east, west and south. Syria's Foreign Ministry issued a statement the previous day
condemning the invasion and calling it a violation of the country's sovereignty, but DEBKAfile's intelligence sources report that Turkey's move was coordinated in
advance with Syrian President Bashar Assad. Meanwhile, US Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday during a joint press conference with Turkish Prime
Minister Binali Yildirim in Ankara that Syrian Kurdish forces will lose US support if they don't retreat to the east bank of the Euphrates River. DEBKAfile's intelligence
sources report Biden's statement shows that the US has accepted all of Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan's terms regarding the Kurds and exposed them to a
Turkish military attack if they fail to withdraw. The Kurdish militias operating in northern Syria accuse Washington of abandoning them by cooperating with Turkey's
plan that they say is aimed at blocking Kurdish territorial continuity rather than fighting ISIS. The Kurds have announced that they will fight the Turkish invasion.

Israeli Navy ship comes under small arms fire from Gaza beach
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A gunman or gunmen on a beach in Gaza opened fire with small arms on an Israeli Navy ship as it carried out a security-related operation on Thursday morning.
Nobody was hurt from the gunfire and there was no damage to the vessel. The ship had stopped a Palestinian fishing boat that had gone beyond the fishing
boundary off the coast of the northern Gaza Strip.

Ankara: Kerry says Kurdish withdrawal toward E. bank of Euphrates underway

Turkey's Foreign Ministry announced Thursday that US Secretary of State John Kerry had spoken to Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu and informed him
that the Syrian Kurdish militias supported by the US have started withdrawing toward the eastern bank of the Euphrates River. DEBKAfile's military sources cannot
confirm the report and they seriously doubt that such a move is underway.

Iran unveils new 'Karrar' tank based on Russian T-90

Iran's Defense Ministry on Wednesday unveiled the country's domestically-produced tank called the "Karrar" which is based on Russia's T-90 main battle tank. The
military correspondent of Iran's Tasnim news agency claimed the Karrar's capabilities are superior to those of the Russian weapon.

Syrian Kurds clash with Turkish forces

Syrian Kurdish militia commanders are flouting the ultimatum US Vice President Joe Biden handed them Wednesday, Aug. 24 to retreat to east of the Euphrates or
else forfeit US support. Instead, DEBKAfile's military sources report, they decided to stand their ground and fight it out with the Turkish army. By backing Ankara
against the Kurds, the US has forfeited its main spearhead for the campaigns to oust ISIS from Raqqa and Mosul.
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